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Executive Summary (10%)

Our project aims to deliver a comprehensive digital platform focused on learning and using sign language

to revolutionize access for the Deaf community. This platform ensures inclusiveness and improved

communication by integrating multiple resources to address different learning styles and needs. The main

feature of our platform is the Sign Language Dictionary, which includes several categories. These categories

cover various aspects of daily life such as greetings, emotions, nutrition, activities and more. Each category

is a collection of carefully selected sign language videos, each containing a particular hand or word

associated with that category. These videos are designed to be informative, engaging, and accessible,

allowing users to learn sign language and learn at their own pace. The Sign Language Dictionary also has a

search function that allows users to search for specific words or specific gestures they want to see or find

quickly. This feature enhances the usability and efficiency of the platform by allowing users to easily

navigate through a large database of sign language content. In addition, our platform includes

user-generated content through licensed downloads. This feature allows qualified professionals, such as

certified sign language instructors to upload videos to the platform. These videos go through a process of

verification and quality, enhance the content of the platform, and enhance the user’s learning experience. In

addition to the dictionary and custom content, our platform offers a reverse dictionary feature. Our

platform allows you to record hand gestures and use them to search for words in a large database of words.

We achieved this using a model through which we conducted video clips and output them for all possible

predictions and saved them in the database
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Introduction (10%)

In a world where communication is vital, it's crucial for everyone to have equal chances, no

matter their abilities. Hearing impairment is a challenge hindering free communication.

Addressing the needs of people with hearing difficulties is a significant concern. Sadly, there's

currently no digital resource specifically aiding in learning sign language, a gap also felt in our

country. The absence of a necessary tool for socially vulnerable citizens motivates our project.

We aspire to join a community working towards supporting the deaf community in Kazakhstan,

aiming to fill this gap and contribute positively to the lives of those facing hearing challenges.

Background and RelatedWork (15%)

In the field of digital resources for learning sign language, the need for inclusive platforms focused

specifically on the Kazakh language is becoming increasingly obvious. People need not only

easy-to-use, but also affordable tools for learning Kazakh sign language. Let's look at why we need

a new website for this purpose.

Sign language learning has changed with digital platforms. But students who want to learn Kazakh

sign language are missing something. Although there are some common platforms, none of them

actually take into account the unique way Kazakh sign language works. This made us think about

creating a website specifically designed for people who want to learn sign language in the Kazakh

cultural context.

Other sites dedicated to sign language usually focus on large, widely spoken languages. They often

forget about languages such as Kazakh, which are not so common all over the world. Common

platforms may not be good enough for learning Kazakh sign language. To correct this, we need to

understand how the Kazakh sign language differs, both linguistically and culturally.

As a result, we found that there is a need for a special website for learning Kazakh sign language.
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Other websites don't really pay attention to the unique parts of Kazakh sign language. With the right

approach, our website can become a fascinating and easy way for people to learn Kazakh sign

language, glorifying the beauty of its culture and language.

Project Approach (20%)

This architectural model illustrates various components including User Registration, Video Streaming,

Content Upload, and more, each responsible for specific functions. These components work together to

create a seamless user experience, allowing users to register, watch videos, upload content. Also, a

dedicated engine can determine the gesture(sign analyze).
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For the reverse dictionary, we had to create a model using the dataset provided to us by our advisers.

Initially, we tried to use different automated machine learning libraries such as h2o. However, in the

end, we ended up choosing sci-kit learn's Random Forest algorithm, due to the fact that it showed better

accuracy results and was relatively fast for the real time hand gesture predictions. The results of the

testing part showed accuracy of about 78%. Unfortunately, in the real time case, the model works not

work as good as we planned. In general, the dataset includes 42 features indicating different parts of the

hand. Regarding the structure of the dataset, it consists of 83 gesture classes and over 4 million samples.

The main problem is that some classes include over 500.000 samples while some didn't even reach 100

samples showing unbalancedness of the dataset. That's the reason for the unsatisfactory performance of

the model. For real time hand gesture capturing we used Google's MediaPipe library which allows us to

get 42 key features from each frame. In the website, user's camera captures each frame and then the

model predicts the hand gesture based on the key features from the mediapipe get 42 key features from

each frame. In the website, user's camera captures each frame and then the model predicts the hand

gesture based on the key features from the mediapipe.

img1(h2o testing performance)
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Here from the image 1 we can see that the accuracy is equal to the 65.7 percent due to the fact that it is

random forest algorithm it chooses from the first attempt.
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image 2(h2o creating model)

image 3(random forest creating mod random forest creating mod)
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image 4 (random forest model evaluation accuracy)

Project Execution (15%)

During the first meeting with the advisors team we discussed the details of the project, visions and

possible implementation. Having already formed a solid base in the form of image processing

algorithms and training samples - it was crucial to implement the existing work into a feasible product.

It was determined that we would be creating an online dictionary. The dictionary would consist of a

word catalog divided into categories, the word page would have its description, interpretation in kazakh

sign language. On top of that we would implement a reverse dictionary solution, so that a word could be
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found via sign demonstration. The initial step was the analysis of existing projects that could be taken

as an example, the project that caught our eye was the ASL STEM online American Sign Language

dictionary. After the analysis we understood that our product should have a simple and neat design, for

better user experience.

During the first semester, we mostly worked on the website itself. The first stage was outlining the

structure of the website and its webpages. The initial structure is outlined below:

● The UI/UX prototype for different pages

○ Main page

○ Category page

○ Word page

● The header and the footer

○ The logo that returns to the main page

○ Search bar

● The main page

○ Button for different category choices (traditions, cuisine, locations, etc)

● The category page

○ Includes all the words corresponding to that page

● The word page

○ Video showing the sign

○ Word description

○ Upload button so people can upload their variants of the sign

○ Like and dislike buttons

Initial design sketches for the website are provided below:
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Figure 5. Initial design layout
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Figure 6. Word page design

The next step was the website development. As we progressed further we adjusted the website

structure and design choices. During that process button design, color choice, and container placement

were adjusted for better user experience. Whilst working on the website we understood that there should

be a restriction on upload feature. What we mean by that is that there should be a limited amount of

users that would have a possibility to upload their own interpretations to the words. For that, in the sign

up stage, we would separate the admin/super users from regular users, the first category would be
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granted the upload possibility. Simultaneously we were filling up the database with the words and their

respective interpretation provided by the research team.

During the second semester we were mostly focused on the implementation of the existing ML

algorithms for gesture recognition, their improvement, reverse dictionary system , and website outlook

adjustments. Random Forest was found to have the greatest accuracy and was the approach taken for

further improvement.

Throughout the development of the project we did face numerous difficulties, those include the choice

of video uploading server, adding word pictures, providing description for each word, choosing a

reliable database, and unbalanced dataset. The issue with an unbalanced dataset lies in the fact that there

was a total of 84 classes, where a number of classes had less than 100 samples and a number of classes

had more than 100,000 samples. This in turn made the actual performance not as great as expected. At

some point. During the early stages of the development we ran into a problem of choosing a reliable

server that wouldn’t cost a lot for the team and be able to store all of the needed data (video material), so

we chose Amazon’s S3 cloud storage. Having dozens upon dozens of words present on the website, we

had to provide visual material for each word, having no way of creating every single image on our own,

we used pixabay’s API for free-for-use images to be hosted on our website. Alongside with the visual

representation, we needed word description for each single word as well, so in order to resolve the issue

we used Wikipedia's API for description generation.

Evaluation (20%)

Whilst surfing the web for any online kazakh sign language learning platforms, we came to the

conclusion that there were none. Considering the fact that a respectable research team consisting of

certified linguists, experienced developers and Doctorate degree students took part in the development

of the project, we can definitely say that the QSL web platform would be able to contribute to the

solution of previously mentioned problems. The QSL platform would provide all of the necessary means

for people to learn and practice their kazakh sign language knowledge.
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In order to test the usability of the product, we went to the center that helps people with disabilities.

We had 4 testers that knew the kazakh sign language and had hearing difficulties. Concluding the

functionality of the product, everyone was satisfied with the reverse dictionary functionality, search

function implementation, and description provided with each word. This especially hints that we were

able to reach our main goal. Whilst testers were able to retrieve the words that they were signing, it is

clear that the reverse dictionary needs further improvement for better gesture recognition and greater

accuracy, which currently is at 78.8% (figure 4). The product needs a lot of design rework for better user

experience. Testers, especially those who don’t have much of an experience in working with computers,

didn’t find it as easy to navigate through the website.

Conclusion and Possible FutureWork (5%)

In order to advance further with the product, we need to improve the hand gesture recognition and

work on the website layout. The testers didn’t find it as easy to navigate through the website as it was

expected. The search field and language toggling have to stand out more. The best solution for this issue

could be hiring a professional, a UX/UI expert in order to improve user experience. On top of that, for

better sign learning rate, we have to provide supportive videos that would demonstrate the usa cases of

signs in sentences or phrases.

To resolve the issue with gesture recognition, we need to balance out the dataset. As it was mentioned

previously, we had classes containing hundreds of thousands of data samples, and we had classes

containing less than a hundred data samples. To improve accuracy of recognition, we have to provide

more data samples for better learning.
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